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Memo 
To:   Joshua Chase, Teton County Planning Department 

From:   Jennifer Zung, PE, CFM  

CC: Sharon Fox, Teton County Planning 

Date: 3/31/2020 

Re: Fjell View Subdivision NP Evaluation Waiver Request 

Per request from the Teton County Planning and Zoning Department, Harmony Design & 
Engineering has reviewed the Fjell View Subdivision NP Evaluation Waiver Request prepared by 
Joseph Kim and George von Ow provided to us on March 9, 2020. An NP Evaluation is required 
because the proposed development lies wholly or partially within the Wetland and Waterways (WW) 
Overlay Area (Title 9-2-3(C-3-b)).  
 
Per current Teton County Code, an NP Waiver may be approved only if it is found that completion of 
an NP Evaluation would not provide any information pertinent to the water quality impact of the 
development (Title 9-3-2(C-3-b-vi)). The submitted NP Waiver request focuses on the requirements 
for an NP Evaluation and not the requirements for a Waiver. An NP Evaluation is required per Title 9-
2-3(C-3-b) because the development meets criteria 1 and likely criteria 2 (test pits were dug in the fall 
during time of low groundwater and EIPH noted that high groundwater has been observed on 
adjacent properties). The Waiver Request provides no supporting evidence that an evaluation would 
not provide any information pertinent to the water quality impact of the development. If the 
development would not negatively impact ground or surface water quality due to its proposed low 
density, as implied in the Waiver Request, then an NP Evaluation is needed to adequately demonstrate 
this.  The fact that more lots are allowed under current zoning, the development will be setback from 
the creek, or that there is the possibility of additional surface contamination from agricultural sources 
does not provide adequate justification for a waiver.  
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